Mystère™ by Cirque du Soleil ® at Treasure Island in Las Vegas
Mystère is the original must-see Cirque du Soleil production that combines high-energy acrobatics
and dramatic dance, set to the thunderous rhythms of the Taïko drums. Featuring an international cast
of 67 artists, Mystère provides the ultimate discovery that life itself is a mystery.
Capacity: 1,616 seats

“O ™ ” by Cirque du Soleil ® at Bellagio in Las Vegas
Cirque du Soleil weaves an aquatic tapestry of artistry, surrealism and theatrical romance in the timeless production
of “O”. Described as “liquid magic” by the Los Angeles Times, “O” boasts a custom built 1.5 million gallon pool that
artists dive 60+ feet into throughout the show. This breathtaking show is inspired by the concept of infinity and the
elegance of water’s pure form. “O” pays tribute to the beauty of the theatre—from the simplest street performance to
the most lavish of operas—where anything is possible and where the drama of life plays itself out before your very eyes.
Capacity: 1,806 seats

Zumanity™ by Cirque du Soleil ® at New York-New York Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas
Zumanity is a seductive twist on reality, making the provocative playful and the forbidden electrifying!
Leave inhibitions at the door, let loose and marvel in a sexy thrill ride full of sensational acrobatics and flirty fun.
Zumanity recently revealed naughty new acts and choreography along with titillating new costumes.
This stimulating production was created for adults 18 and over.
Capacity: 1,261 seats

KÀ™ by Cirque du Soleil ® at MGM Grand in Las Vegas
You can see it … You can experience it … You won’t believe it! KÀ, the unprecedented, gravity-defying production by
Cirque du Soleil takes adventure to an all-new level. Be awed by a dynamic theatrical landscape, as an entire empire
appears on the KÀ colossal stage and a captivating display of aerial acrobatics envelops the audience. Witness the
extraordinary performance that TIME Magazine calls “Bigger than Vegas.”
Capacity: 1,950 seats

The Beatles™ LOVE™ by Cirque du Soleil ® at The Mirage in Las Vegas
Set to an iconic soundtrack that now features Twist & Shout, The Beatles LOVE by Cirque du Soleil has been
reinvigorated with vibrant new acts, costumes, choreography and astounding projection technologies. With 360°
seating, LOVE tells a unique story from every angle, while a three-time Grammy winning soundtrack sets the
backdrop for thrilling aerial acrobatics, colorful new imagery and reimagined choreography.
Capacity: 2,013 seats

Michael Jackson ONE™ by Cirque du Soleil ® at Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino in Las Vegas
Hailed by Rolling Stone as “A virtual parade of ‘wow’ moments,” Michael Jackson ONE by Cirque du Soleil is an
electrifying fusion of acrobatics, dance and visuals immersing the audience into the world of Michael’s music.
Driven by his biggest hits heard like never before in a riveting, state-of-the-art surround-sound environment.
Capacity: 1,805 seats

R.U.N – The First Live Action Thriller by Cirque du Soleil® at Luxor in Las Vegas
Audiences will be immersed in a 75-minute sensory experience where special effects collide with human performance,
pushing viewers to the edge of their seats. Chapter by chapter, guests will be taken through a gritty, cinematic story
featuring bold, rebellious and fearless characters. The show will follow two clans in an adrenaline-filled adventure
through the dark fictional underground of Las Vegas featuring an angry groom, a striking bride, motorcycles, fastpaced chases, combat and stunts.
Capacity: 1,463 seats

Blue Man Group at Luxor in Las Vegas
Blue Man Group will rock your world, blow your mind, and unleash your spirit. As three bald and blue men explore
our world, together we’ll discover music, laughter and surprises at every turn. By the end of this spectacular journey,
you’ll be saying “I DON’T EVEN KNOW WHAT JUST HAPPENED BUT I LOOOVED IT.”
Capacity: 830 seats
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